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Emission for bremsstrahlung and direct radiative recombination is studied in typically non-
Maxwellian plasmas, as found in the critical-density region of laser-produced plasmas. The strong
departure of the spectrum from its Maxwellian counterpart is described by a general representation
(which is rigorous for hydrogenic plasmas) by means of calculated reduced emissivity coefficients.
This departure leads us to reconsider a current temperature diagnostic.

I. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of the continuous emissivity coefficients
is important in plasma physics because of their involv-
ment in the rate equations and their predicting the con-
tinuous spectrum. Whereas considerable attention and ef-
forts were spent in the past in calculating coefficients
from atomic data of better and better quality, ' little con-
cern was shown about the fact that the distribution func-
tion followed by the free electrons may depart from the
Maxwellian one, which is generally taken for granted. We
will give an example where this second point is in fact of
primary importance. The illustrative case corresponds to
the critical-density region of a laser plasma, where the dis-
tribution function is of the type exp[( —uluo) ]. The
emissivity coefficients values for bremsstrahlung and
direct radiative recombination appear to differ much from
their Maxwellian counterparts, and the modification of
their evolution with photon energy has an important
consequence on the validity of a current temperature diag-
nostic.

II. THEORETICAL DETERMINATION
OF THE RADIATIVE EMISSIVITY COEFFICIENTS
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are the reduced Kramers cross section. The emission is
due to all the incident electrons of velocity u greater than
u;„=(2 iicro /m, )' . Concerning now the radiative cap-

ture into the n, l subshell of the ion considered, the emis-
sivity coefficient jii is equal to

Jg (co)=N, N;(fico/m, )crii (u)f (u)u (2)

Here oui(u) is the radiative-recombination cross section.
The photon energy fico, the ionization potential I„I, and
the velocity v are linked by the relation %co= —,m, v +I„I.
The values of the calculated emissivity coefficients depend
both on the atomic data chosen and on the type of distri-
bution followed by the free electrons of the plasma.

the expression

Jbz(co) =N, NfiZ' O'K««, «c f G (fico, u)f (u)u du
"min

where the G (fico, u)'s are the electron bremsstrahlung
Gaunt factors, N, and N are the electron and ion popula-
tions, and

We are interested in two atomic processes which con-
tribute mostly to the continuum background spectrum,
namely, direct radiative recombination and bremsstrah-
lung. Other processes such as dielectronic recombination,
three-body recombination, etc., are not dealt with here.
Emission is treated in the literal sense, i.e., without taking
into account the stimulated emission and absorption as-
pects, which would become important at small photon en-
ergies for very dense plasmas. We furthermore take a re-
fraction index equal to 1 all throughout.

The radiative power losses P(co) and the emissivity
coefficients j(co)=dP(co)/dc@ are treated in the standard
literature. ' We remind their general expression without
making any assumption on the form of the scalar electron
distribution function f ( u), normalized here so that

f f (u)u du= l. The j(co)'s are expressed in energy per0
volume unit, and co is the angular frequency. The electron
bremsstrahlung emissivity coefficients jb, (ro) are given by

A. Choice of the atomic data

Electron bremsstrahlung, photoionization, ' and radi-
ative recombination are being studied with increased accu-
racy and insight by atomic physicists. The literature on
photoionization is much more abundant than on radiative
.recombination but we can benefit from it as much since
both processes are related by the detailed balance. Be-
cause of technical difficulties, scarcely any experiment
could be carried out on ions, so that the very elaborate
theoretical models developed in the 1970s were probed in
reference to neutrals. They are expected to be as perform-
ing for ions, and were applied to them in a few cases.
However, it would be out of the question to use these
models extensively for plasma physics needs because of
the lengthy and costly calculations involved. Scaling laws
linking the hydrogenic and the neutral limit cases is an al-
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ternative solution to treat bremsstrahlung of ions. ' Let
us mention at this point that it is sometimes not absolute-
ly necessary to insist on having the best available data on
isolated ions, because the influence of the plasma sur-

rounding may be as important as the pure atomic-
correlation effects. For example, for very dense plasmas
the atomic process is somewhat modified as begins to be
shown for photoionization" and brernsstrahlung' in the
frame of averaged atom models, and as would be even
more pronounced if averaging rates over the probable po-
sitions of the neighboring ions. ' Therefore, in general,
atomic data are at present of a sufficiently satisfying qual-
ity when obtained in independent-particle models, such as
central-potential models or quantum-defect models. The
dependence of the photoionization cross sections on the
ionization degree was studied systematically. ' ' A
series of results, mostly for ions of astronomical interest,
are expressed in a convenient analytical form. ' ' Fi-
nally, we mention that the basic features about the
Maxwellian emission were obtained for hydrogenlike plas-
mas. Therefore, we should start with completely stripped
ions as well in studying the influence due to a departure
from the Maxwellian distribution. For this purpose, hy-
drogenic cross sections ' are suitable.

B. Free electron distributions considered
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FIG. 1. Electron-distribution as a function of free-electron
energy. The dashed curve corresponds to the Maxwellian
( m =2) case, the solid curve to the non-Maxwellian m =5 case.

lation (1). The maximum of the curves occurs at
—,'m, m vo. It is displaced towards higher energies
with increasing m. The emission will be consequently
modified when going from m =2 to m =5.

III. DISCUSSION OF THE CONTINUOUS
EMISSION RESULTS

The emissivity coefficients are generally evaluated by
assuming a Max wellian free-electron distribution. In-
teresting situations with bi-Maxwellian distributions, ei-
ther involving an additive drift or not, were investigat-
ed recently. Besides, there is a group of cases for which
the —v velocity exponential dependence is not even fol-
lowed. For example, in laser plasma, the Maxwellian dis-
tribution is perturbed by various processes such as the
resonant absorption, the electron-impact ionization, and
the inverse bremsstrahlung. Theoretical approaches
lead to a general expression of f (u) valid for a series of
non-Maxwellian cases. The analytical distribution func-
tion writes

f ( )
m 1 —( v Ivo )~

1(3/m) vs
(3)

where m is an integer and I the y function. The constant
vo is related to the electron kinetic "temperature" r, by
the following expression:

kT, =m, (v /3) =[1(5/m)/31 (3/m)]m, uo . (4)

For m =2, expression (3) reduces to the well-known
Maxwellian function. The case m=5 corresponds to the
distribution found in the critical-density region of a laser
plasma, provided inverse bremsstrahlung was the dom-
inant heating process ' and the electron-electron col-
lisions are negligible. Qualitatively speaking, the collision
time is then too large in comparison with the heating time
to restore the Maxwellian shape. We will be mostly in-
terested in this distribution m=5, which is, furthermore,
also reached in a plasma heated by ion-sound turbulence.
Though the probability itself of having electrons of veloci-
ty v~v +du is f (v)v du, we prefer to show curves f (v)v
in Fig. 1, since this last quantity is involved directly in re-

Our main purpose is to compare the emission produced
in the critical-density region of a laser-produced plasma
with the one which would originate in a Maxwellian plas-
ma at the same temperature and density. The evolution of
the emissivity with photon energy is modified in such a
way that it leads to reconsider a current temperature diag-
nostic.

So as to give an idea of the type of plasma found in the
critical-density region, we indicate its characteristics con-
cerning an aluminium (Z= 13) plasma produced by a neo-
dymium laser. The critical-density amounts to
10 'e /cm or 4X10 'e /cm, depending on whether the
laser is working at its simple or double frequency. Typi-
cal temperatures found in the experiments are 0.1—5 keV.
For such sets of parameters, the average ionization degree
of aluminium is larger than 11, according to evaluations
made in average atom models. ' These estimations are
consistent with alternative studies dealing more closely
with the various ionic populations.

In order to determine the main features of the non-
Maxwellian emissivity coefficients, hydrogenic data are
used, as appropriate in the present highly ionized plasma.
We evaluate the bremsstrahlung emission due to the vari-
ous ions, as a whole, by means of the average ionization
degree Z*, and we use Kramers Gaunt factors, i.e.,
G(fico, v)=1 whichever fico and u. For direct radiative
recombination, the cross section relative to the capture
into the n, l subshell has the general expression

2
32~ 3

I 1s 1

3v 3 (fico)(fico I„i)n—
ao being the Bohr radius. In the common Maxwellian
case, the emissivity coefficients jb, and jii have the well-
known exp( fico/kT, ) dependence o—n fico. More exactly,
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As a consequence, the calculated curve lnyb, (fico) with
yb, (fico) =jb, (fico)(kT, )' l(N, NZ" ) drawn versus xb,
=ficolkT, is rigorously a straight line independent of the
parameter set T„N„N,Z*. The same can be said for
lnyR(fico) with yR(fico) =jR(fico)(kT, ) n l(N, N;Z )

when drawn versus xR (fico ——I„t)/—kT„whichever T„
N„N;, Z, and n. The reduced emissivity results yb, (fico)
and yR(fico) are plotted in a semilogarithmic representa-
tion in Figs. 2 and 3. The dashed straight lines corre-
spond to the well-known Maxwellian case. Curves corre-
sponding to m =5 are drawn in solid lines in the same fig-
ures, so as to illustrate clearly how the emission is affected
by a departure from the Maxwellian situation. These
curves meander around the referential Maxwellian
straight lines, reflecting —directly for radiative recom-
bination, according to relation (2)—the comparative evo-
lution of the two types of distribution functions. Notice
that the universality of the y(fico) curves, i.e., their in-
dependence of the physical parameters, which is obvious
for m =2, is still verified and can be demonstrated easily
for any other value of m.

Derivatives of the emissivity coefficients over photon
energy are more affected by the type of distribution
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FIG. 3. Radiative-recombination emissivity relative to the n, I
subshell as a function of the photon energy. Scaled ordinate is
y~(~) =jg(~)(kT, )' n '/(N, N;Z ). Scaled abscissa is
x& ——(Ace —I„I) /kT, . The dashed line corresponds to the
Maxwellian case, the solid curve to the m = 5 case.

reached than the emissivity coefficients themselves, as
seen from the slopes of the curves in Figs. 2 and 3. This
remark is of importance for the validity of a current tem-
perature diagnostic. Let us define the quantity t, by

1 dlnj(fico) dlny(fico)

kt, d (fico) d (%co)

The diagnostic under consideration is based on the
identity t, =T„which is verified (rigorously with Kra-
mers atomic data) in the Maxwellian case, according to
relations (5) and (6). The diagnostic is applicable both to
the bremsstrahlung and to the radiative-recombination
processes, and therefore —and even more interestingly —to
any mixture of them both. For this reason, the drawing
of experimental curves ln j(co) versus fico is an immediate
means to determine the temperature of Maxwellian plas-
mas. This simple diagnostic is evidently invalidated in a
non-Maxwellian plasma, where the slopes din j (%co ) /
d (fico) are far from being constant along the spectrum, as
seen in Figs. 2 and 3. For bremsstrahlung, the ratio of the
quantity t, defined by (7) over the actual kinetic tempera-
ture T, is given by the expression

Te br
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~
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For the recombination spectrum into the n, l subshell, the
equivalent ratio amounts to

Xb

FIG. 2. Bremsstrahlung emissivity as a function of photon
energy. Scaled ordinate is yb, (Ace) =jb,(~)(k&, )' '/(N, NZ ),
jb, (Ace) being the bremsstrahlung emissivity coefficient. Scaled
abscissa is xb, ——Ace/kT„photon energy over electron kinetic
temperature. The dashed line corresponds to the Maxwellian
case, the solid curve to the m =5 case.

The t, /T, ratios are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. For
brernsstrahlung, they are given until Pm=0 for complete-
ness, but become meaningless at very low photon energies
because the absorption effect is not included. According
to Figs. 4 and 5 the traditional temperature diagnostic
would be very misleading in the non-Maxwellian case, ex-
cept if it were made by chance around fico= 1 3kT, for.
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FIG. 4. Comparative results of temperature diagnostic for
bremsstrahlung according to the type of distribution function.
Solid curve: ratio of t„defined for m =5 by —1/kt,
= d lnjb, (Ace)/d(Acu), to the electron temperature kT, . Dotted-
dashed curve: ratio of the emissivity coefficient jb, (Ace) ob-
tained with rn =5, to that obtained for the Maxwellian plasma.
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FIG. 5. Comparative results of temperature diagnostic for
radiative recombination according to the type of distribution
function (see Fig. 4).

bremsstrahlung and Aco=2kT, +I„I for radiative recom-
bination. Figures 4 and 5 show also the ratios of the
emissivity coefficients obtained with m = 5 over the corre-
sponding values with m=2. The ratio found for brem-
strahlung at the neodymium laser frequency amounts to
0.884, as already indicated by Jones and Lee. Note that
the curves drawn in Figs. 4 and 5 are universal again; by
this we mean independent of temperature, density, and
atomic number.

At this point, it is interesting to mention that the gen-
eral conclusions of the preceding paragraphs are likely to
be still valid, at least qualitatively, if other atomic data
than Kramers data have to be employed. In a first step,
we will comment shortly on the appropriateness of Kra-
mers data even for hydrogenic ions. For bremsstrahlung,
the exact hydrogenic Gaunt factors' ' depend on the
only variable IJ, =Z*fico/(m, U ), and the exact values are
close to unity as long as p is larger than around 0.5,
which is reasonably verified in the temperature range in-
volved in laser plasmas. As for radiative recombination,

Kramers formula is known to be valid until fico=lOI&, .
Indeed, for n=1 use of the exact quantum-mechanics ex-
pression leads to similar j(co)'s, and more similar or
even the same ratios t, /T„as was recently shown for
%co & 5 keV. We indicate in passing that the above com-
ments on the appropriateness of Kramers data are valid
over the whole spectrum only for moderately dense plas-
mas. For densities much higher than the solid density,
the radiative-recombination cross sections would not be
infinite at threshold anymore due to the short-range char-
acter of the potential. As a consequence, the emissivity
coefficients would become much smaller at lower photon
energies in comparison with the isolated case. This effect
on the emissivity is similar to that caused by an electron
distribution favoring higher velocity electrons compared
to the Maxwellian electrons. Let us raise the question in a
second step of the behavior of the nonhydrogenic ions. A
few examples are treated elsewhere concerning the radia-
tive capture on Al" + ions at the temperatures of l keV,
and for the densities of 4.5&10 'e /cm . Emissivity
coefficients are of course different from the hydrogenic
case, but the qualitative evolution from m=2 to m=5
remains unchanged except at threshold. Generally speak-
ing, we would expect that this evolution still be obeyed as
long as the recombination cross sections have a monotonic
behavior. This should therefore be verified, at least quali-
tatively, for atoms ionized more than a couple of times.

We add now a few comments on the total radiative-
recombination spectrum. The total coefficient J~(fico) is
obtained by adding up the jz(fico) over n. However, the
emission at photon energies higher than I&, is particular
to that respect: this threshold lies relatively well above
those relative to the captures into n ~ 1, so that last ones
hardly contribute. As a consequence, Figs. 3 and 5 can be
used directly. Figure 3 exhibits an exceptionally flat spec-
trum right above threshold that corresponds to an evalua-
tion of t, dramatically larger than T, (see Fig. 5). Such a
behavior above threshold was in fact observed experimen-
tally and suggested to come from the likely existence of
a distribution of the type m=5. For energies lower than
the 1s threshold, the recombination spectrum comes from
various captures. It cannot be scaled on Z as the indi-
vidual j(fico)'s were, because of the differentiation of the
threshold energies. An example of total emissivity coeffi-
cients is given in Fig. 6 for Al' +. The most important
effect of the simultaneous involvment of successive cap-
tures is that the spectrum is not as flat above each thresh-
old I„I as if it were due only to the capture into this n, l
subshell. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, and it would have
consequences on the ratio t, /T, = —[kT,d(lnJ (%co) ) /
d(%co)] ' of the type drawn in Fig. 5. To that respect,
the non-Maxwellian character of the spectrum becomes
less pronounced.

Total power losses P= j(co)dc' are never as dif-
0

ferent from each other —depending on whether m=2 orI=5—as the emissivity coefficients themselves can be,
because of cancellation effects. Unlike for thermal con-
ductivity, which is comparatively much reduced for m = 5
because of the dominant influence of the tail of the distri-
bution, ' the emission power losses are little affected by
the value of m. In a hydrogenic plasma, the bremsstrah-
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FIG. 6. Total radiative-recombination emissivity coefficient
Jz(%co) = g„jg (fico) vs photon energy for an Al"+ plasma at
T, =100 eV (see Fig. 1).

lung power loss is larger by around 12% for m=5 than
m=2, and the radiative power loss is smaller by around
15%. At this point, we want to mention a recent study
on the total radiative power losses in the Maxwellian case.
It shows that general trends are well obtained from the
hydrogenic situation, and that an analytical generalized
expression of the power loss can be found for the nonhy-
drogenic ions as well. We could expect conclusions of a
similar type in a non-Maxwellian plasma as well. More-
over, it is likely that the power losses are modified from
m =5 to m =2 by around the same amount as indicated

above, even in highly ionized but not hydrogenic cases.
When considering again the photon-energy —resolved

spectrum, one can give a few general remarks. Suppose
that it is possible to isolate experimentally the emission
due to a simple definite capture, the actual distribution
can be traced back because of relation (2). Conversely, if
the free electrons of the plasma are predicted to follow the
distribution of the type exp[( —v/vo) ], use of relation (2)
or of curves of the type (3) can be made to deduce the ki-
netic temperature. For bremsstrahlung, the connection
between the distribution and the temperature is less im-
mediate because of the integral in relation (1). However,
it is still possible to deduce the kinetic temperature T,
from an experimental spectrum evidencing a non-
Maxwellian character inasmuch as it is recorded over a
wide photon-energy range. Within a translation along the
coordinate axis, the experimental ln j(co) curve fits indeed
the calculated curve of Fig. 2 only for the adequate abscis-
sa choice Ace/kT, .

When dealing with hydrogenic plasma following distri-
butions of the type exp[ —(v/vo) ], the emissivity coeffi-
cients for bremsstrahlung or radiative recombination into
each n, l subshell can be rigorously represented in one gen-
eral convenient way for hydrogenic plasmas. Because of a
simple scaling, universal curves can be established (see
Figs. 2 and 3). Another set of general curves (Figs. 4 and
5), still qualitatively appropriate for nonhydrogenic plas-
mas, gives the emissivity coefficients in comparison with
their Maxwellian values, and the error made on the kinet-
ic temperature if a current temperature diagnostic were
uncarefully applied.
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